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Policy Options for Controlling Greenhouse Gas Emissions - Farmdoc Policy Options for Controlling Greenhouse
Gas Emissions: Implications for Market Based Incentives and Complementary and Competing Approaches. Model
Policies for Greenhouse Gases in General Plans - CAPCOA The California Air Pollution Control Officers
Association (CAPCOA) has prepared this white paper This paper on Model Policies for Addressing Greenhouse Gas
Emissions in General approaches to address GHG in General Plans. Policy Options for Controlling Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Policy instruments for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. . carbon tax or an emissions fee, this approach
directly imposes a price upon emissions been returned to business through a range of pollution control regulations
which forced. 2007 August, Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Policy and Economics new legislative proposals to reduce
greenhouse gas emis- more economically efficient than regulatory approaches. A . that for greenhouse gas control
elimi-. Policy Options for Controlling Greenhouse Gas Emissions - jstor Growth targets for emissions of greenhouse
gases (GHG) by developing This policy brief advances an approach for determining appropriate targets. must take
precedence over controlling greenhouse gases, which are not visible, and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Brookings
Institution Economic approaches to greenhouse warming. In: Dornbush, R.D., Poterba, J.M. (Eds.), Global warming:
Economic policy approaches. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, pp An optimal transition path for controlling greenhouse
gases. Science 258 Climate Change: Design Approaches for a Greenhouse Gas a northern approach to mitigate or
control greenhouse gas emissions in the .. Climate Policies in the Northwest Territories, MKJA, March 2011). MKJA
used Economic Approaches to Greenhouse Warming new legislative proposals to reduce greenhouse gas emis- more
economically efficient than regulatory approaches. A . that for greenhouse gas control elimi-. Sustainable
Development: Science, Ethics, and Public Policy - Google Books Result Nov 24, 2008 approaches, leaving any
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policy decision on balancing the .. lens look to the benefits of controlling greenhouse gases and are suspicious of. An
optimal transition path for controlling greenhouse gases. - NCBI which provided seed funding for this work through
the Greenhouse Gas Emissions . We note that many land use and transportation infrastructure policies, which
significantly .. approaches for controlling transportation sector GHG emissions. An Optimal Transition Path for
Controlling - Yale Economics Currently proposed precautionary measures, such as the Kyoto Protocol, call for
government interventions to control greenhouse-gas emissions and suppress 2015 U.S. Higher Education Faculty
Awards, Vol. 2: Business, - Google Books Result She is particularly interested in the various policy approaches to
controlling greenhouse gas emissions. She is the co-author, with Harriet Bulkely from Durham Transportation and
Domestic Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Like many proposals to control greenhouse gas emissions, S. 2191
embraces a Cap and trade first emerged as a serious policy alternative in the context of Choosing Price or Quantity
Controls for Greenhouse Gases new legislative proposals to reduce greenhouse gas emis- more economically efficient
than regulatory approaches. A . that for greenhouse gas control elimi-. Market Mechanisms: Understanding the
Options Center for Climate Tradeable Emission Permits and the Control of Greenhouse Gases, Journal of Economic
Approaches to Greenhouse Warming a, Tax Policy to Economic Policies for Sustainable Development - Google
Books Result An optimal transition path for controlling greenhouse gases. Nordhaus WD. Designing efficient policies
to slow global warming requires an approach that Handbook of Macroeconomics - Google Books Result Aug 3, 2007
Non-Market Approaches . . . . . . . 17. Controlling the Quantity of GHG Emissions: The Greenhouse Gas Tax. . . . . . . . .
18. The Economics of the Choices Article - Policy Options for Controlling Greenhouse Gas With uncertain
outcomes and policies that are fixed for many years, it is approaches indicates that price-based greenhouse gas (GHG)
controls are much more desirable Ignoring uncertainty and assuming we know the costs of controlling. market-based
approach, cap and tradewhich limits greenhouse gas emissions a carbon tax is the least costly and simplest approach.
Although few states have policies as a component of a larger climate change strategy, which also Greenhouse Policy
Without Regrets: A Free Market Approach to the COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF GREENHOUSE GAS
CONTROL The movement toward the adoption of a cost-benefit analysis approach to this issue can be Policy
instruments for reducing greenhouse gas - Research Online International Approaches to Reducing Greenhouse Gas
Emissions* International environmental policy, climate change policy, policy instrument Policy Design for
International Greenhouse Gas. Control. RFF Climate Issues Brief No. Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions National Conference of Nov 20, 1992 Greenhouse Gases. William D. Nordhaus. Designing efficient policies to slow
global warming requires an approach that combines economic Policies to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions in
Industry - Voluntary approaches involving government and industry . . Figure 4: Types of policy instruments to
address greenhouse gas emissions in industry exists in the relative importance of policy instruments used to control
GHG emissions in. Emissions control policies Parliament of Australia Apr 8, 2015 Market-based versus
Command-and-Control Regulations Examples of Market-Based Policy Options for Greenhouse Gas Emissions . The
trade-off between price-based (e.g., carbon tax) approaches and quantity-based Policy Basics: Policies to Reduce
Greenhouse Gas Emissions northern approach to control greenhouse gas emissions. This revised .. in the development
of legislation, policy, strategies and other initiatives that will. Sustainable Development OECD Policy Approaches
for the 21st - Google Books Result Dec 21, 2015 Cap and trade and its close cousin a carbon tax are the approaches
that most than the traditional command-and-control approach of government regulation. Policy Basics: Policies to
Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Choices Article - Market-Based Approaches to CO2 Emissions OECD Policy
Approaches for the 21st Century OECD marginal and overall cost of controlling greenhouse gas emissions, while
providing an incentive for early International Approaches to Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions Australias
greenhouse gas emissions have risen steadily between 1991 and control policies should be assessed against the broad
policy approaches of A Greenhouse Gas Strategy - Environment and Natural Resources Climate change mitigation
consists of actions to limit the magnitude or rate of long-term climate Another approach to climate change mitigation is
climate engineering. . CO2 is the most important of the anthropogenic greenhouse gases (see In the absence of policies
to mitigate climate change, GHG emissions could
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